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Key Features

Build dynamic websites efficiently without any performance issues●

Learn to use existing jQuery plugins and or write your own for your websites●

This is the most up-to-date book on the market at the moment, packed with detailed explanations and real-●

world examples

Book Description

JQuery is still the most popular JavaScript library. It is used in over 60% of the top websites on the Internet.
It was written to make DOM manipulation (so, moving things around a web page) easier for developers. It
acts through JavaScript to ascribe HTML elements to the DOM attributes. Because it is a library of
predefined functions, all you need to start using jQuery is a working knowledge of the syntax and a reference
for the functions available to you.

This practical guide shows you how to make the most of jQuery to boost the performance of your websites
and applications. We start off with a quick glance through the basics of JQuery, followed by the explanation
of JQuery selectors, filters, and DOM element manipulation. After this, you will learn how events and
animations can be used to create and design beautiful and user-friendly sites. Next, you will be familiarized
with Ajax functions to help you send and receive data from your server. Finally, we'll walk you through
using built-in plugins and eventually create your own plugins for your websites.

By the end of this book, you will be able to to build robust and efficient websites successfully using JQuery.

What you will learn

Quickly find and modify HTML DOM elements●

Use animation to add flair to your site●

Create your own events to decouple your application●

Measure the performance of your website's JavaScript●

Write unit tests to ensure that your application is behaving correctly●

Use plugins to to save reinventing the wheel and enhance your site quickly●

Use client-side validation on forms to prevent your users from sending bad data to your application●

Write your own jQuery plugins in order to encapsulate your company's business logic●

About the Author

Troy Miles, a.k.a. the Rockncoder, began writing games in assembly language for early computers, such as
the Apple II, Vic20, C64, and the IBM PC, over 35 years ago. Currently, he spends his days writing web
apps for a Southern California-based automotive valuation and information company. During the nights and
weekends, he can usually be found writing cool apps for mobile and Web or teaching other developers how
to do that. He likes to post interesting code nuggets on his blog at http://therockncoder.com and videos on his
YouTube channel at https://www.youtube.com/user/rockncoder. He can be reached at
rockncoder@gmail.com.
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From reader reviews:

Connie Griffin:

Typically the book jQuery Essentials will bring you to the new experience of reading any book. The author
style to explain the idea is very unique. In case you try to find new book to learn, this book very suitable to
you. The book jQuery Essentials is much recommended to you you just read. You can also get the e-book in
the official web site, so you can easier to read the book.

Renee Middleton:

Reading a publication tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With examining you can get a lot of
information that may give you benefit in your life. Having book everyone in this world could share their
idea. Textbooks can also inspire a lot of people. A lot of author can inspire their reader with their story or
their experience. Not only the storyplot that share in the textbooks. But also they write about the knowledge
about something that you need instance. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach children, there are
many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors these days always try to improve their talent in
writing, they also doing some investigation before they write to the book. One of them is this jQuery
Essentials.

Vikki Maynard:

jQuery Essentials can be one of your beginning books that are good idea. Most of us recommend that straight
away because this book has good vocabulary that could increase your knowledge in vocab, easy to
understand, bit entertaining but delivering the information. The article writer giving his/her effort that will
put every word into satisfaction arrangement in writing jQuery Essentials yet doesn't forget the main point,
giving the reader the hottest along with based confirm resource data that maybe you can be one among it.
This great information can drawn you into brand new stage of crucial considering.

Mildred Ralph:

A lot of book has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by web on social media. You can
choose the top book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever by means of searching from it. It is named
of book jQuery Essentials. You can include your knowledge by it. Without leaving behind the printed book,
it could possibly add your knowledge and make you actually happier to read. It is most essential that, you
must aware about book. It can bring you from one place to other place.
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